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Abstract
Open science offers hope for new accountability and transparency in social sciences.
Nevertheless, it still fails to fully consider the complexities of qualitative research,
as exemplified by a reflection on sensitive qualitative data sharing. As a result, the
developing patterns of rewards and sanctions promoting open science raise concern
that quantitative research, whose “replication crisis” brought the open science
movement to life, will benefit from “good science” re-evaluations at the expense of
other research epistemologies, despite the necessity to define accountability and
transparency in social sciences more widely and not to conflate those with either
reproducibility or data sharing.
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Introduction

These demands for reflexivity and positionality

The goal of open science (OS) is to make

stem from the qualitative researchers’

all research elements, from study inception

preoccupation with transparency and

to final outputs, available and accessible.

accountability – the understanding that the

OS practices include data sharing, open

conclusions are only as good as the data and

(transparent) methodology, and open access

that the data are only as good as how clearly

to publications. This is not an exhaustive

the analysts can trace their research decisions,

list (see also open peer review, citizen

analyses, and interpretations (see “audit trail”).6

science, etc.),1, 2 but these are the practices

Therefore, qualitative research principles

most highlighted by the funding mandates

are clearly compatible with OS principles.7

of various institutions and agencies. Data

The developing standards of OS also benefit

sharing and open methodology, in particular,

qualitative research in other ways. For example,

have a growing role in social sciences as

journals’ word limits often prevent qualitative

researchers are pushed to make their data

researchers from fully presenting their analytic

findable, accessible, interoperable, and

and interpretative pipelines. The option to

reusable (FAIR),3 to document their analytic

deposit such materials into data repositories

and interpretative pipelines, and to provide

thus provides a welcome solution to a long-

access to their research materials. Laudable as

standing problem. Moreover, qualitative data

they are, these practices are not without their

are notoriously difficult and time-consuming

challenges, especially for qualitative research.

to collect. Having an opportunity to access
existing qualitative data sets, for both teaching

Qualitative social scientists have many

and new analyses, could profoundly advance

reasons to support open science, especially

qualitative social sciences.

data sharing and open methodology. Notably,

The peril of delegitimizing qualitative research

these practices bring a quantitative analyst
back into the picture by shredding the illusion
of the variables and numbers’ “objectivity”
and “neutrality” that quantitative researchers
previously used to legitimize their work. The

This enthusiasm notwithstanding, current
OS practices also trouble many qualitative
researchers.7 First, the data sharing
requirements are rarely considered with
regard to their full implications for research

“replication crisis” – that led to the rise of the

ethics and qualitative data integrity. Further,

OS movement – vividly demonstrated how

the open (transparent) methodology is often

focusing solely on the results and obfuscating

conflated with reproducible methodology.

the research process can lead to bad science.4

As a result, the developing pattern of OS

Indeed, quantitative analysts are also part of

rewards and sanctions creates a concern that

the research process as they make decisions

quantitative social sciences will benefit from

affected by ethics, integrity, and moral

new “good science” re-evaluations at the

values, in addition to issues of competence

expense of other types of research, including

or carelessness.4,5 Therefore, by making

those that preached research transparency and

quantitative researchers visible in the research

accountability long before the OS movement.

process, the OS movement has also put them
on a more level ground with qualitative

Consider, for example, the perfunctory nods

researchers, who have long challenged the

to the qualitative data complexities in the

concepts of “objectivity” and “neutrality” by

OS phrases such as “as open as possible, as

demanding reflexivity and positionality in

closed as necessary”8 or in the guidelines

qualitative research.

for Transparency and Openness Promotion
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(TOP) that suggest that the journals

ethics requirements rather do is discourage

implementing OS can allow for exceptions

transformative or challenging qualitative

to data transparency “in rare cases, [when]

research and create unnecessary obstacles.

despite authors’ best efforts, some or all of

Qualitative researchers, therefore, have

data or materials cannot be shared for legal

to write their proposals so as to satisfy the

or ethical reasons.”9 This OS framework of

ethics committees, rather than address their

exceptions to the “best” practice does not

ethical concerns, and qualitative researchers

recognize other types of good practices

seldom benefit from the process of ethics

developed for diverse research epistemologies.

evaluation.11, 15 This translates into academic

Instead, it formally rewards solely the good

publishing as well, as journals follow the cue

practices of quantitative research, while the

of institutionalized ethics reviews and rarely

qualitative researchers are disproportionally

expect or offer sufficient space for qualitative

burdened with justifying their research

researchers to fully address how research

design – with, for example, defending “as

ethics was integrated into a qualitative study

closed as necessary” even when anything else

design beyond the issue of informed consent

would be inappropriate. In this framework

or removing identifiers.

of exceptions – increasingly used by funding
agencies and reinforced by academic
publishing (e.g., journals can bestow “badges”
to articles implementing the TOP guidelines)10
– qualitative researchers are clearly
disadvantaged. There are no visible benefits
for recognizing the complexities of qualitative
data, neither in funding schemes nor in
publishing. In these circumstances, it is easy
to imagine that qualitative research (especially
innovative and non-conventional research)
will increasingly seem a risky endeavor, much
to the detriment of social sciences.

Transparency vs. reproducibility
A similar problem of inappropriate
evaluation criteria for qualitative research
is also evident in the OS movement’s focus
on reproducibility instead of transparency.
While reproducibility has no place in
the epistemology of qualitative research,
transparency – about assumptions,
procedures, and ethical concerns informing
analyses and interpretations – is central.
But, in the OS movement, developing as it
did from the replication crisis, transparency
serves reproducibility. This is evident from

A cautionary tale of ethics committees

the opening lines of the TOP guidelines:

This concern is grounded in previous

“Reproducibility of research can be

experience with the research ethics

improved by increasing transparency of

committees. Developed initially in response

the research process and products.”9 When

to the misdeeds of biomedical research and

such assumptions are imposed as the

experimental psychology, formal ethics

main standard of “good science” and then

reviews often imposed the ethical concerns of

institutionalized into academic publishing,

such research to those with different types of

they disadvantage qualitative researchers.

ethical considerations.

Reproducibility, therefore, should be de-

11, 12

Despite the progress

in particular academic contexts,13 qualitative

emphasized from the OS vocabulary, lest

researchers writing about ethics demonstrate

“open science” become another means of

that institutionalized ethics requirements still

delegitimizing qualitative research, the same

ask the wrong questions, do not anticipate

purpose that “neutrality” and “objectivity”

real problems, and offer no meaningful

served previously. Instead, the OS movement

framework to help qualitative researchers

must move beyond the language of

deal with specific ethical issues.

“exceptions” to fully include qualitative

12, 14
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social sciences by considering how best to

the publications. However, while the data are

address the complexities of qualitative data.

more easily deidentified in publications without

This, at the least, includes the understanding

jeopardizing the integrity of interpretations,

that transparency, not reproducibility, is the

two related problems arise with data sharing: 1)

desired outcome and that transparency does

de-identification without decontextualization is

not necessarily require data sharing.

often not sufficient and 2) decontextualization

Challenges of sensitive qualitative data sharing
I will illustrate the problem with qualitative data
sharing by a short reflection from a perspective
of a researcher working with sensitive data. Let
us suppose that I am depositing my data into
the Qualitative Data Repository (QDR; data.qdr.
syr.edu), a well-known US qualitative research
archive. The QDR puts great emphasis on the
de-identification of qualitative data, where
direct identifiers are to be removed and indirect
identifiers aggregated, generalized, or otherwise
manipulated to protect the confidentiality
of research participants.16 Likewise, the
QDR anticipates that the depositors choose
between several categories of access, including
depositor-approved access for registered QDR
users and restricted offline access, both with an
embargo option.17 These are currently the best
practices of qualitative data sharing, allowing
depositors to preserve a lot of control over their
sensitive data. Still, even within this framework,
I can highlight several challenges for research
ethics and data integrity.

may lead to a misinterpretation of the data by
secondary data analysts.
First, in personally and politically sensitive
studies, the issue of confidentiality goes
beyond the recognition of individual
participants by their communities or social
networks. Especially in cases of small and
marginalized communities, such data can be
intentionally (politically) misused to cause
targeted harm. To think that the data are safe
because the access is restricted to registered
users (researchers) is irresponsibly naïve.
Second, even without the premise of bad
intentions, different levels of access do not
solve the problem of sensitive data in the
absence of mechanisms to enforce that the
secondary data analysts are also, in addition
to original depositors, held accountable
to the research participants and the data.
Without such mechanisms in place, sensitive
qualitative data must sometimes be deidentified to such a degree that the data are
actually decontextualized: key contextual

In my example, qualitative data are sensitive

information crucial for interpreting the data

personally (the participants share intimate

is removed. At the same time, qualitative

matters) and politically (the topic is at the center

analysts must be informed by these

of divisive political struggles). Such data are

contextual data in their interpretations.

produced in the relationship of trust with the

Even if they cannot present this information

research participants. The participants trust

in publications in order to protect the

the researchers not to misuse, misrepresent,

participants, it remains a part of the analytic

or misinterpret the data. They also trust that

process, and the analyst must explain how this

the researchers will respect their ongoing14

information underlined their interpretations

responsibility to the participants. This includes

even if they cannot provide the specifics.

preserving participants’ confidentiality in

However, if the data must be decontextualized

relation to both external observers and those

to be shared, then qualitative interpretation

who need fewer cues for recognition.12 The

is not possible for the secondary data analysts

solution may seem straightforward – de-

since the decontextualized interpretation

identification of both the deposited data and

would challenge the integrity of the process.
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In summary, sharing qualitative data without

Finally, we must be careful not to impose

decontextualization may be ethically and

blindly and uniformly even such nice-

morally problematic. However, interpreting

sounding principles as FAIR on all types of

decontextualized data is epistemologically

studies. We must not sanction those who

problematic. It also betrays the relationship

cannot or must not comply with the FAIR

of trust with the research participants who,

principles by limiting their options to do

even after consenting to sharing of the data,

funded research and to publish. Working

did not release the researchers from the

in our individual roles – as evaluators of

responsibility entailed in that trust.

funding applications, as peer reviewers of
scholarly work, and as journal editors – it

Conclusion

must become our duty and responsibility to

What are the lessons here for academic

demand that these issues be discussed and

publishing? First, the goal of open science,

challenged at the institutional level until OS

and of academic publishing that supports

practices are expanded to truly serve the

it, should be to promote accountability and

OS principles, instead of only one research

transparency. Emphatically, transparency

epistemology.

should neither be conflated with data
sharing nor should it serve reproducibility.
Qualitative research can be fully transparent
and also ethically responsible without
making all the data available and accessible;
reproducibility is a meaningless concept in
this context. Therefore, a truly inclusive OS
should position transparency in a way that
is compatible with different epistemological
positions of qualitative, quantitative, and
mixed-methods research, respecting and
incorporating the specificities of each.
Social science methods are complex because
societies are complex. Therefore, funding
agencies and academic journals should refrain
from imposing the ‘one-solution-fits-all’
approach on researchers. Instead, we should
seek to recognize good publishing practices
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